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DESCRIPTION
Roval AS20469 recess mounted paper towel dispenser and 
waste receptacle holds up to 500 C-fold or 500 multi-fold 
paper towels and have a waste capacity of 56L. Cabinet 
full door is drawn seamless and has a bowed front face and 
gently radiused edges to provide added strength. Door and 
waste receptacle are 1.2mm Type 304 satin finish stainless 
steel. Towel dispenser and frame is 1mm Type 304 satin 
finish stainless steel. All exposed surfaces are protected with 
PVC film, to be removed after installation.

Dispenser door  is attached to the cabinet with a heavy 
duty stainless steel multi staked piano hinge and will 
be held closed with a flush rimless tumbler lock. Waste 
receptacle has internal bag hanger hooks, a fully hemmed 
top edge for safety and a rear handle for easy service. It is 
retained by a tumbler key lock. All locks are keyed alike to 
all other ASI products.

27mm wide face trim is formed in one piece with no 
mitres, welding or open seams. Structural assembly of 
body is of welded construction.
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INSTALLATION
Recess mounted in wall using 4 x No 8 self tapping flat 
head screws (by others) through concealed mounting 
holes provided. For disabled compliance mount cabinet 
so towel dispenser slot is 1220 max. above finished floor.
Wall opening for recessing: 397 x 1381 x 102 (Note: top 
of wall opening is 19mm below top of unit).

PAPER TOWELS
Suitable paper towel - TORK Universal Slimline 2184987 
or Interfold 120289.

MODEL 
AS20469 - Recessed mounted.
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